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STAFF RE PO RT
TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

AC Transit Board of Directors
Michael A. Hursh, General Manager

Update on the Next Generation of Clipper(C2)

BRIEFING ITEM

Consider receiving a status update on Next Generation Clipper (C2) program

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

There is no budgetary or fiscalimpact associated with this report

Since the last !titus update on the Next r'.:aeration Clipper (C2) project in June 2018, the C2
System Integrator solcltaiton process has been concluded by Metropolitan Transportation
Commission in the form of a system integrator selection and contract award. The Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) is the contracting agency for the Clipper Regional fare
payment system (FPS) for the San Francisco Bay Area, pursuant to a memorandum of
understanding dated February 19, 2016 among MTC and 22 San Francisco Bay Area transit
operators(Clipper agencies). In September 2017, MTC issued a Request for Proposal(RFP) for a
System Integrator (SI) for the Next Generation Clipper FPS. In response, MTC received a single
proposal from Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc. (Cubic). From the time proposols were
submitted, MTC conducted an extensive collobarative process engaging all Clipper agencies,
including AC Transit, in the proposalevaluation proceess. AC Transit staff played a key role in the
proposal technical evalautions and provided feedback during the Best and Final Offer (BAFO)
negotiations.

As a result, the MTC staff has taken the recommendation to enter into a contract with Cubic for
the Next Generation Clipper Fare Payment System to the following three entities:

e Clipper Executive Boad on September 10, 2018
e MTC Operation Committee on September 14, 2018
e MTC Commission on September 26, 2018

All three regional bodies unanimously approved the Staff recommendation and authorized to
award a system integrator contract award to Cubic.
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ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

The C2 system will be based on a proven, high-volume, multi-operator fare collection system. It
will support all existing fare policies; will accommodate innovative pricing strategies; and will
provide an accurate, reliable, consistent and fast customer experience when purchasing fare
products, paying fares, managing accounts, and receiving customer service. The Contract
includes a ten-year Operations and Maintenance Agreement and two five-year options to extend
the Operations and Maintenance Agreement.

C2 will introduce the following new features to address the most common customer and user
issues with the current Clipper program:

8

8

A Clipper mobile app that will allow customers to use smart phones to reload their
account and function as a Clipper card is expected in 2020
An account-based system that will allow customers to reload their Clipper accounts
online, at vending machines, at retailers, and through mobile devices and use the value

immediately, eliminating the current one to two-day delay, is expected to be available
everywhere in 2021
Improved tools and systems to manage employer and other institutional programs and
offer new types of promotions
Better flexibility to implement and adopt fare policies to meet the changing needs of
transit riders

8

©

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

The District, along with other regional transit agencies, is committed to the Clipper transit fare

payment card. However, as an alternative, the District could implement a mobile ticketing pilot
to bridge the gap untilfullimplementation ot C2. In recent years, most major transit operators
in the Bay Area have initiated programs for accepting mobile fare payment. These programs have
grown out of a recognition of the rapid growth in smart phone use by all ages, ethnicity and
income levels, and a growing national trend to cashless transactions for everyday purchases. In
addition, there is a pressing need for transit agencies in the Bay Area to encourage customers to

take advantage of cashless fare payment options to reduce dwelltime and operating costs, while
expanding convenient access to fare products.

A mobile ticketing program would serve to augment Clipper use and overcome some of its
current limitations by increasing access to fare products in areas where the Clipper retailnetwork
is lacking and by implementing fare products currently not offered, such as a zone-based
Transbay fare system or a weekly pass. It would also enable the District to implement a fare
accumulator, which would provide an opportunity for low-income customers to benefit from the
discounts afforded to monthly pass buyers without having to pay for a monthly pass upfront and
give allusers the peace of mind of getting the best discount possible

To accelerate the procurement process, the District could piggyback off an existing mobile
ticketing contract. Based on conversations with peer agencies and mobile ticketing vendors, staff
estimate a mobile ticketing pilot would take six months to rollout, with typicalcontracts having

a term of two years.
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Staff Report 18-093 - Clipper Next Generation(C2) Status Update

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Clipper Executive Board Agenda Item 3a Report
2. Next-Generation Clipper (C2) Regional Fare Payment System Integrator Recommendation for

Award

3. Clipper Program Management Report August 2018

Approved by: Ahsan Bang, Chief Information Officer/ Chief Technology Officer

Reviewed by: Beverly Greene, Executive Director of External Aff airs, Marketing &
Co .Tips inications

Prepared by: Ahsan Baig, Chief Information Officer/ Chief Technology Officer
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Attachment I
Agenda Item 3a
Bay Area J\metro Center

375 Beale Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

TEL 415.778.6700

WEB www.mtc.ca .govCLIPPER

TO:

FR

RE:

Clipper® Executive Board DATE: September 7, 2018

Clipper® Executive Director

C11ppelyContract; Nex! G Qlatlo CtippQ!!(C2) Regional Fare Payment System IntQgl31Q!
Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc, ($461,000,000)

This memorandum asks the Board to recommend approval by MTC to enter into a contract with Cubic
Transportation Systems, Inc. (Cubic) to act as System Integrator (C2 SI) for the Next Generation Clipper (C2)
regional fare payment system (the Contract). The Contract includes the design, development and testing,
installation and transition, and operations and maintenance (O&M) of the C2 system. The maximum payment
under the Contract is $165,000,000 for capital and $222,000,000 for the ten-year O&M term, for a total of
$387,000,000. A 15%o contingency and estimated sales tax are also requested, for a total requested authorization
of $461,000,000. The Request for Proposal (RFP) also provides for two 5-year options to extend O&M and an
Open Payment Deployment Option, evaluated but not included in the total contract price.

Background
The original 1999 Clipper contract (CI) was assigned to Cubic in 2009, when Cubic purchased the Clipper-
related assets of ERG, Ltd. The CI system successfully processes over 825,000 transactions daily and is available
to all transit customers in the Bay Area. However, the 20-year old CI system has reached the end of its
serviceable life and is not able to easily accommodate advances in technology that would significantly enhance
Ihe user experience for customers and Clipper agencies. With the expiration of the CI contract approaching in
2019, MTC and the Clipper agencies began working in 2015 to develop a next generation electronic fare
collection system concept and procurement. As Clipper contracting agency pursuant to the Clipper Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) entered into in February 2016, MTC assembled a C2 SI procurement team, including
MTC staff, legal counsel, and management, staff from Clipper agencies, outside legal counsel (Thompson Coburn
LLP), and technical and financial advisors (IBI Group, KPMG, and Invoke Technologies). This Board directed
MTC staff to move as quickly as possible, while making every effort to promote full and open competition.

Description of Project
The C2 system will be based on a proven, high-volume, multi-operator farc collection system. It will support all
existing fare policies; will accommodate innovative pricing strategies; and will provide an accurate, reliable,
consistent and fast customer experience when purchasing fare products, paying fares, managing accounts, and
receiving customer service. In addition to replacing obsolescent systems and equipment, C2 will introduce new
features to the Clipper Program that address the most common customer and user issues with CI, such as:

A Clipper mobile app to be implemented on an accelerated schedule that will allow customers to use
smart phones to reload their account and function as a Clipper card;
An account-based system that will allow customers to reload their Clipper accounts online, at vending
machines, at retailers, and through mobile devices and use the value immediately, eliminating the current
1-2 day delay and the primary source of current customer frustration;
A customer transition approach that is designed to ensure customer convenience and minimize disruption;
The ability to integrate with other transportation providers such as bikeshare and paratransit providers,
addressing Bay Area needs for better mobility solutions;

e

e
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e Improved tools and systems to manage employer and other institutional programs and offer new types of
promotions; and

e Better flexibility for the region's Clipper agencies to implement and adopt fare policies to meet the
changing needs oftransitridcrs.

The C2 SI contract represents the largest and most significant investment in the overall C2 program. However,
staffing costs as well as other smaller contracts providing customer service, a payment gateway, and fare media
are also necessary to fully deliver C2 for transit riders in the Bay Area. Staff will return to the Board for approval
of the project budgets for these expenditures, as needed.

Request for Expressions of Interest, Industry Review Draft RFP and Final RFP
The recommendation before this Board is the result of two years of outreach and interaction with the smart card
industry. On April 4, 2016, MTC released a Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) for the C2 SI
procurement to solicit feedback on the technical, commercial, and financial aspects of C2 and notify vendors of
Ihe coming procurement. Attachment A provides details on the RFEI. An industry review draft C2 SI RFP was
issued on January 27, 2017 for industry and public comment. Attachment B provides detailed information on the
industry review draft C2 SI RFP. After a thorough review of the feedback, the procurement team developed and
released the final C2 SI RFP on September 13, 2017. The procurement team made every effort in preparing the
final RFP to address the most common customer concerns and to expand competition in response to the industry
feedbacke C

In response to the RFP, MTC received one proposal from Cubic by the proposal due date of March 5, 2018. A
detailed description of the evaluation process is included in Attachment C. Following receipt of a Best and Final
Offer (BAFO) on August 6, 2018, the evaluation panel determined that a second BAFO would provide important
clarifications to the vendor response, and issued a Second Request for BAFO on August 24, 2018. On August
29, 2018, the evaluation panel assigned final scores to the second BAFO, as detailed in Attachment C. Based on
its evaluation, the panel recommended Cubic as C2 SI based on the evaluation criteria stated in the RFP

Cubic has proven experience with electronic fare collection and accounting and account management systems,
here and in Chicago, London, Sydney, and Vancouver. Cubic offers a strong technical proposal, a capable and
experienced project management team, and a price proposal found by the evaluators to be fair and reasonable.
New development work being performed by Cubic for New York and Boston will directly benefit C2.

Prior to receiving proposals, the C2 system integrator technical advisor, IBI Group, prepared an independent
engineer's estimate for both capital and operating costs. The methodology for the engineer's estimate included
researching price data from recent similarly scoped system integrator procurements, analyzing information from
IB] Group's cost library, and utilizing their professional judgement. IBI Group's engineer's estimate for capital
costs was $ 193,000,000, which is 1 7% higher than Cubic's price of $ 165,000,000. The engineer's estimate for
annual operating costs was $20,300,000 compared to Cubic's average annual operating price of $22,000,000 (9%
higher than IB] Group's engineer's estimate). Furthemlore, the base capital price from Cubic plus the estimated
capital cost for other C2 procurements is approximately $168,000,000 which compares favorably with the total
cost of CI capital investments to date of approximately $180,000,000.

Cubic is neither a small business nor a disadvantaged business enterprise. Attachment D includes a summary of
Cubic's small business and disadvantaged business enterprise participation. This project qualifies as a Categorical
Exclusion under CEQA and a Categorical Exclusion under NEPA, with no foreseeable potential to cause either a
direct or indirect physical change in the environment. A "single proposer"justification, as required by the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA), documenting efforts to promote fair and open competition and a fair and reasonable
price, has been prepared and reviewed for sufficiency by outside legal counsel (see Attachment E).

2
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Contract Funding
The estimated funding needed to award the C2 SI contract is $194 million for capital expenses, including
$165,000,000 in the contract, approximately $5,500,000 for estimated sales tax and a 15% contingency of
approximately $23,500,000. The summary table below outlines the funding sources committed or projected to be
available for the $194,000,000 capital cost of the C2 SI contract. (Operating costs arc subject to annual
appropriations, and are not included in this funding plan.)

C2 Funding ($millions)
Contract Value
Committed Funds Amount Notes

Grand Total 194

In summary, $106 million is available from sources already programmed to the project. An additional $88
million can bc available from future FTA/FHWA funds through 2026, subject to federal appropriation and future
Commission action. In proposing to award the contract this month, staff also will request that the Commission
commit these future federal funds to the C2 SI contract, in advance of developing the Transit Capital Priorities
program for the years after 2020. Regional Measure 3 (RM3) or SBI funds will be used if available for the C2 SI
contract, but arc not presently included among the funds being proposed to certify the contract. RM3 includes a
specific commitment for $50 million in capital funds for C2. Additional details about these funding sources
appear in Attachment I to the Request for Board Approval.

The contract budget is currently funded through both existing and expected fund sources, but duc to the size of
the contract, MTC may require a financing plan to address cash flow challenges in the future. Staff would return
to the Board if this is necessary.

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Executive Board approve and recommend approval by MTC of award of a Contract to Cubic
Transportation Systems, Inc. (Cubic) to act as System Integrator (C2 SI) for the Next Generation Clipper (C2)
regional farc payment system, with maximum capital and operating budgets of $165,000,000 and $222,000,000,
respectively, plus a 15% contingency and estimated sales tax, for a total authorization of $461,000,000, subject to
MTC approval of the funding plan for the capital
the Request for Board Action.

portion ol the Contract, as descnbecl at)ove anQ in Attachment I lo

Carol Kuester
J:\COMMITTE\Clipper Executive Board\CEB2018\09.CEB.SEP 2018\3aNext Gen Clipper System Integrator Contract.Final.docx

3

Prior Year Funds 25 Various sources awarded/allocated prior to FY18 budget year

OBAG2 34 TP/CMAQ, Resolution No. 4202, Revised

FTA Funds 2()
TCP Programming, Resolution Nos. 4212, Revised (FY16) and 4272,
Revised rFY20)

RM2 13 Resolution No. 3801, Revised; Pro.leet 18

Toll Funds 1()

SBl-Local Partnership Program Exchange - MTC approval expected
in Fal12018

PropIB/LCTOP 4 State Funds, Resolution Nos. 3880 and 4130
OBAGI l STP/CMAQ, Resolution No. 4035, Revised

Subtotal 106

Projected Funds Amount Notes

ITA/FHWA 88
Projected TCP Programming for Clipper included in LONP request to
FTA; available in annual $15.4M installments FY21-FY26
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Attachment A

Request for Expressions of Interest

On April 4, 2016, MTC released a Request for Expression of Interest (RFEI) for the Next
Generation Clippers (C2) Regional Transit Fare Payment System Integrator (SI), Customer
Service Center, and other potential program areas. The Rl;EI was intended to solicit feedback
from the industry on the technical, commercial, financial, and procurement aspects of C2 and to
notify vendors of the coming procurement. The purpose of the RFEI was to identify firms
interested in participating in a future C2 procurement, to refine MTC's delivery strategy through
consultation with the industry, and to discover ways to maximize competition among prospective
system integrator vendors. Participating in the RFEI was not required for participation in any
future procurements.

MTC received Expressions of Interest from 18 firms. Nine firms indicated interest as a C2
System Integrator, two firms indicated interest as a C2 Customer Service Center provider, and
the remaining firms offered key professional services within the transit fare payment industry.
MTC, technical advisors, and transit agency staff met with all eighteen firms to gather additional
feedback and comment to help inform the procurement process. Key themes identified through
the RFEI process relating to the C2 SI RFP included:

e CI Operations and C2 Transition: The current Clipper contract includes provisions to
hand the CI system over to a new contractor at the end of the CI contract. Prospective SI
proposers expressed concern over this approach (technical and competitive), and were in
agreement about the difficulty for any vendor other than the current CI contractor to
maintain the CI system, software, operations and maintenance during the transition. In
response, MTC began negotiations with the CI contractor to continue CI operations
beyond the termination of the current contract that would address this concern.
C2 Implementation Schedule: The Rll;'EI noted that the current CI contract would
terminate in November, 2019 and sought to have C2 operational by then. Based on
industry comment that, based on their understanding of the project and experience
elsewhere, this period was too short, the C2 implementation schedule was extended in the
final RFP. Additionally, an anticipated Request for Qualifications step that would have
pre-qualified vendors, which several vendors pointed out might inadvertently restrict
competition, was eliminated from the procurement process.
Device Selection: The RFEI initially proposed that the region would establish a pool of
third party validator devices from multiple vendors that the C2 SI would have to work
with. Industry responses expressed concern over technical risk associated with the
approach and potential additional costs that would be incurred to integrate those devices.
Multiple responses proposed as an alternative that the C2 SI maintain responsibility for
providing all devices, but be required to be able to source components from multiple
suppliers. The RFP requirements were subsequently developed to reflect this approach.
Account Based Communication: The RFEI requested industry responses in potential
telecommunications upgrades that could enhance or improve current system operations.
Industry response indicated that an upgrade to an account-based system would have near-
real-time communications, which was subsequently included in RFP requirements.

e

e

e
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8 Fare Policy and Business Rules: The desirability of simplifying fare policies and
Business Rules was stressed by non-incumbent vendors. No specific changes were made
in response to these comments as establishment of regional fare policy is beyond the
scope of this procurement, but from a competitive perspective the current CI system is
not capable of processing account-based transactions, so the current CI contractor would
likely have to code all business rules like any other vendor to work with the new account
based system or capabilities proposed.

Tablel
Firm

!j;48FFIRfspondents and Areas of Interest
System Integrator Customer Service

Center

x x
X

Other

Accenture
Cardtek
Cubic Transportation
Systems
FAMOCO
Faneuil
FEIG Electronics
First Data Government
Solutions
Genfare

In$BWB .!.g®!nbgiw
INIT Innovations in
T!!Q?portation
Moovel

NEC Corporation
Schmidt & Bachmann
Thales Transport and

Vertiba
Vix Technology
WSP I Parsons
Brinckerhoff

Xerox Transportation
Solutions

X X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
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Attachment B

Industry Review Draft

After careful consideration of the RFEI feedback, the procurement team determined that the
process that would most support development of a request for proposal that multiple vendors
could respond to was to prepare and issue a draft version of the C2 SI RFP for industry review
and comment, followed by a formal RFP, rather than a two-step RFQ/RFP process. MTC
released a draft Next Generation Clipper® (C2) System Integrator (SI) RFP for Industry Review
on January 27, 2017. MTC also invited to members of the public to comment, from February 27
to April 3, 2017. MTC prepared a summary of main characteristics of the draft RFP for Industry
Review in English, Spanish, Chinese and Vietnamese and conducted an online survey to provide
input on the draft RFP. MTC and Clipper agency staff created a website for interested vendors
and other parties to provide feedback on the components of the draft RFP for Industry Review.
While interested parties were asked to provide feedback on all areas of the draft RFP for Industry
Review, vendors were asked to focus on the following, in particular:

e Changes that MTC might consider to reduce project cost, time, or risk while still
providing a highly functional, best-in-class system that meets or exceeds the
program goals described in the document;

e The proposed design process, which would involve MTC and the transit agencies
finalizing the system design collaboratively with the C2 Sl; and

e The draft requirement that the C2 SI assume the operations and maintenance
(O&M) of the current Clipper (CI) system.

MTC staff also sought guidance from the Clipper Executive Board in the following areas:
. Minimum Qualifications and Evaluation Criteria (Board instruction was to make

the MQs as open as possible, to generate the maximum feasible competition and
to scrutinize evaluation criteria for bias towards the incumbent);

e Pricing Structures (a proposed firm fixed incentive price structure intended to
share risk with the vendor in work components with multiple variables);

e Hardware Purchase, Ownership, and Maintenance (Clipper agencies wished to be
able to purchase C2 equipment directly from the selected vendor); and

e O&M Payment Incentives and Disincentives (service level agreements resulting
in payment adjustments).

Interest in the Industry Review Draft RFP Information Webinar, held on March 1, 2017, was
high, with 53 individuals representing 24 firms registering for the webinar. Registered firms
included traditional system integrators, technology companies, payment industry firms, web and
mobile application developers, fare collection equipment and card manufacturers, technology
and management consulting firms, and information security firms. Attendance at the webinar
also included staff from MTC, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, and Golden
Gate Transit, as well as various consultants.

The following 18 firms submitted responses to the Industry Review Draft RFP
1. Accenture;
2. Acumen Building Enterprise, Inc.;
3. Conduent Transport Solutions, Inc.;
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4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10

11
12.

13

14

15
16

17
18

Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc.;
Faneuil, Inc.;
Genfare, a division of SPX Corporation;
Google;
InComm;
Infineon Technologies;
Informatix, Inc.;
INIT Innovations in Transportation, Inc.;
Mastercard;
NEC Corporation;
N'll ' Data;
Passport Parking, Inc.;
Scheidt & Bachmann;
Thales: and
TransSight, LLC.

The amount of information received from industry was extensive and ranged from extremely
comprehensive feedback to focused areas of concentration, and general questions or concerns on
the draft RFP, Scope of Work, and Contract. Overall, industry feedback focused on the
following key themes:

Inclusion of the required assumption of CI O&M by the C2 SI may limit proposals;
Allocation of risk in the financial and performance security requirements in the RFP
was imbalanced in favor of MTC, which could drive up price;
Further clarification of the proposed variable pricing strategy, payment provisions,
and price adjustments for attainment or nonattainment of service level agreements
was requested; and
Extension of the proposed project schedule was recommended to allow for refinement
of design, implementation, installation, and transition of the C2 system.

8

e

Other industry feedback focused on the scope of work and its relationship to pricing, the
evaluation process, intellectual property rights, timing of open payment acceptance, equipment
purchase, ownership, and maintenance, and retail options.

Based on the feedback, MTC and Clipper agency staff updated plans for multiple aspects of the
C2 SI RFP in the final RFP, including:

e Removing the requirement for the C2 SI to assume CI O&M;
. Limiting vendors' risks by modification of risk of loss provisions and financial

guaranties;
e Clarifying the overall RFP pricing and payment approach; and
e Extending the proposed C2 SI procurement schedule.

In addition to industry feedback, more than 100 members of the public submitted comments. The
most commented-on topics addressed fare policy or program features such as real-time add-value
transactions, integration with other programs (such as tolls or bike share), and other fare payment
options (like using mobile phones). Many comments were already reflected in new program
features in the draft RFP for Industry Review either through specific requirements or
requirements for flexible development to accommodate changing needs.

7
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Attachment C

C2 System Integration RFP and Procurement

The fina[ C2 S[ RFP was posted on the M].G..WSb$!!g on September 13, 2017, and notifications
of issuance were sent to vendors in the MTC contractor database. The final RFP made key
changes to the industry review draft in order to expand potential competition. The draft
requirement that the C2 SI take over CI operations after contract award was abandoned, SLAs
were refined or eliminated, and contract terms were clarified or revised.

To assist potential proposers with understanding the current Clipper® system, site visits took
place at selected operator sites throughout the region on October 18, 19 and 20, 2017, including
BART's Test Lab, Caltrain San Francisco Station, VTA Mountain View light rail station,
BART/Muni Embarcadero Station, the San Francisco Ferry Building, and bus yards at SFMTA,
AC Transit, and VTA. A proposers' conference was held at the Bay Area Metro Center on
October 20, 2017. The proposers' conference was attended by approximately 23 vendors, as
well as the members of the procurement team. Attendees were provided time to network at the
conclusion of the proposers' conference.

Approximately 200 requests for clarification or modification of RFP provisions were received
from vendors. In order for the procurement team to respond thoughtfully to the requests, the due
date for proposals was extended to March 5, 2018, and the RFP was revised by five addenda
prior to proposal submission, clarifying RFP provisions, revising system requirements and
performance metrics to address concerns raised by vendors, and modifying the risk allocation
and financial guaranty provisions in a manner intended to reduce vendor risk that would have
been passed along in the price proposals.

One proposal from the Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc. (Cubic) was received by the March 5
deadline.

The proposal was evaluated by a panel of seven members made up of staff from AC Transit, BART,
MTC, SFMTA, and VTA, supported by technical, financial and legal advisors consisting of Clipper
agency staff and outside consultants and the Thompson Coburn law firm.

The proposal was evaluated according to the following detailed criteria

Proposer QualiHlcations and Experience- Part I of the Proposal (20qo)

i.
11.

111

lv.

v.

VI

Depth and relevance of experience of Proposer and Key Personnel;
Demonstrated capability of proposed team/firm;
Past performance of team/firm based on references;
Proposed team structure and allocation of personnel resources, based on
Project organization and staffing plan, specifically for Key Personnel;
Thoroughness and adequacy of mitigation plan for potential conflicts of
interest,ifapplicable; and
Site visits.

8
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Technical Proposal Part 2 of the Proposal (50%)

i.

a)

b)

c)

Summary of Proposal submitted per Section Vl1, 2.1, Form of Proposal,
Technical Proposal of the RFP

Proposer's overall understanding of the requirements for C2;
Relevance of the proposed technical solution to the needs of the San Francisco
Bay Area; and
Description of how Proposer's existing solution will be adapted to meet
the requirements of the C2 System.

ii. Technical Solution submitted per Section Vl1 2.2, Form of Proposal, Technical

Proposal of the RFP
a) Clarity, logic, and appropriateness of the Proposer's technical solution and approach;
b) Level of modifications required to proposers current system to provide

C2 functionality.
c) Features, capabilities and flexibility to accommodate existing fare policies and

future changes per Section 2.2(2);
d) Features, functions, design and suitability of Equipment for use in a

transit environment per Section 2.2(3);
e) Features, functions, capabilities, architecture, design and suitability of the C2

Back Office per Section 2.2(4);
f) System Interfaces, adoption of Application Programming Interfaces, and

website development approach per Section 2.2(5);
g) Approach and capabilities to support Special Programs per Section 2.2(6);
h) Approach to managing fare media and coordinating with fare media supplier

per Section 2.2(7);
i) Features, functions, quality and suitability of customer service systems per

Section 2.2(8);
j) Approach to providing a comprehensive retail network per Section 2.2(9);
k) Understanding, quality and suitability of proposed communications networks

per Section 2.2(10);
1) Approach to providing Transit Operator integration per Section 2.2(11); and
m) Approach to providing Third Party System integration per Section 2.2(12);

iii. Proposed Approach to the .A/)pe/ld& .4, Sg£112g.Qf.Work

a) Clarity, logic, and appropriateness of the Proposer's approach to carry out the
tasks described in Apps/zdk.A, SQ11pg..g£.Walk, including all work components

(A.f)pe/zd& A-2 through A-6);
b) Approach to coordinating with the CI Contractor;
c) EHectiveness of proposed Program Management per Section 2.2(13) and Section

d) Approach to coordinating with the CI Contractor per Section 2.3.b;
e) Approach to C2 System Design per Section 2.3.c including approach to working

interactively with MTC and the Transit Operators;

2.3.a;

9
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f) Approach to C2 System Development and Testing per Section 2.3.d including
approach to working interactively with MTC and the Transit Operators,
developing customer-facing applications, and conducting logical and thorough
testing;

g) Approach to C2 System Installation and Transition including clarity, suitability
and logic of proposed installation and transition activities and sequences per
Section 2.3.e;

h) Approach to the Operations and Maintenance of C2 per Section 2.3.f;
i) Services and support to be provided for End of Term Transition per Section 2.3.g;

j) Approach to meeting and reporting on service levels per Section 2.3h.

lv
a)

b)

ProjectSchedule
Logic, risk and appropriateness of proposed schedule; and ..
Thoroughness and reasonableness of defined activities, events, and durations;

v.

a)

b)

Cost realism and cost effectiveness of proposed approach to carrying out the tasks iin
Appendix A, Scope of Work.

Realism of proposed prices relative to the C2 System Scope of Work and proposed
solutions; and
Ability to deliver C2 System Scope of Work and proposed solutions relative to
proposed price.

Reference checks were used to supplement Proposers' writtenproposals in the evaluation of the
factors listed above.

Cost/PriceProposal-Part4of theProposal(30qo) . . . .. .',,,
The RFP called for Cost/Price Proposals to be assigned points based on the relative difference
between the lowest overall price and each other Cost/Price Proposal, with the lowest total
Proposal price receiving 100% of the available points, or 30 points. Since there was only one
Proposal, the Cubic Cost/Price Proposal received 30 points.

Initial Evaluation .

RHgEHHE=HHHEmH:iEh.:.«
score is noted Table I below.

Table 1: C2 SI RFP Initial S€Q!!!
Proposer Qualifications

and ExperienceProposer
15Cubic

Transportation
Systeml2. !!!g

Total Score
(100 possibl!)

84

After the initial evaluation, discussions were conducted by participants from Golden Gate
Bridge, Highway and Transportation District, Clipper staff, MTC's Contract Administration staff

10
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and Office of General Counsel, as well as outside legal counsel and technical advisors. The

purpose of discussions with the proposer was to identify to that proposer specific deficiencies
and weaknesses in its proposal, address costs and risk factors, technical appro.aches to
implementation and operation, and contractual terms and conditions. Specialists in evaluating
cost proposals were included in the cost/price discussions. The discussions generated a shared
understanding on the parts of the proposer, MTC and the transit agencies of the final contract
terms to be included in the Request for Best and Final Offer (BAFO) During this same time

period, references were checked, and changes to RFP technical requirements and scope of work
to be included in the BAFO to obtain the most favorable and acceptable terms for the C2 SI
contract were determined. Discussions took place through face-to-face meetings in May and
June 2018 and through follow-up written correspondence.

h
:link ai= ;H== ==:: =u.==u:E::==::::=:El:=:r-..'"":''
discussions or to make other changes.

The Request for BAFO also made several substantive changes to the system requirements and
contract in order to increase functionality, bring forward desirable customer-facing features earlier,
reduce contractor uncertainty, and bring costs down: . . ..

Offered the opportunity to the proposer to propose accelerating the deployment of the C2
system to bring earlier benefits to Clipper customers and transit operators and reduce
transition risk;
Invited the proposer to identify potential C2 features that could be implemented early,
providing benefits to customers and transit operators, and reducing transition risk;
Made the activation of an open payment capability (the ability to accept contactless
credit/debit cards for fare payment) a contract option to be exercised after the C2 system was
complete;
Removed the requirement that fare gates and bus validators display remaining account
balances, which the Proposer conveyed would be expensive to achieve and inaccurate in
real-time in an account-based system; and
Reduced the number of critical milestones with liquidated damages for late completion from
seven to two.

e

e

1 1
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Following the BAFO response evaluation, the procurement team determined that the final contract
would benefit from obtaining clarifications and corrections in the technical and cost/price proposals
Also, having received a proposal for accelerated C2 system deployment, the technical advisers
recommended applying a scaling factor to the O&M payments as implementation ramps up, so the
Contract was revised to provide for partial O&M payments following the pilot tests and before full
deployment. A Request for Second BAFO was issued on August 24, 2018.

Following receipt of a Second BAFO on August 28, 2018, the evaluation panel assigned final scores
to the Second BAFO:

Based on the final scores, the panel unanimously recommended award to Cubic, and the discussion
participants met with the proposer to negotiate the maximum ceiling price for the development and
testing and installation and transition work components and the accelerated C2 deployment
deliverables, as provided by the Request for Second BAFO. The negotiation did not change the
proposed ceiling prices for Development and Testing and Installation and Transition, which the
evaluators and discussion participants believed to be a conservative proposal. The total amount of
all payments for accelerated C2 deployment deliverables did not change, although costs were
reallocated among work activities.

The final recommended maximum contract price was $387,000,000, including $165,000,000 for
capital (design, development and testing, installation and transition and end of term transition),
including the negotiated ceiling prices for development and testing and installation and transition,
and $222,000,000 for ten years of O&M.

The total requested authorization is $461,000,000, including a 15%o contingency in the amount of
$61.000,000 and estimated sales tax in the amount of $13,000,000. The Request for Proposal (RFP)
and Contract also provide for two five (5)-year options to extend O&M and an Open Payment
Deployment Option, for which prices were received and evaluated, but which are not included in the
contract price at this time.

12

Proposer
Proposer QualiHlcations

and Exoerience
Technical
PrQpgl4 Cost/Price

Total Score
(100 possible)

Cubic
Transportation
Systems, Inc.

16 43 30 89
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NIETROPOLITAN Bay Area Metro Center

375 Beale Street

San Francisco, (=A 94105

TEL 415 .778.6700

VXTEB xwwv.mtc.ca.gov

TRANSPORTATION

C O M NI I S S 1 0 N

Memorandum

TO Steve Heminger, Executive Director DATE: September 4, 2018

Denise Rodriguez, Contracts Administrator

RE

to Cubic

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC).is the contracting agency for the Clipper

5:1£ii kl::.=lF:=c'=m=,:=::n T; I m;:-:,«-
describes the basis for MTC's finding that the contract price is fair and reasonable.

Description of Contract Action: The contract includes the design, development and testing,
installation and transition of the C2 system, a ten year operations and maintenance (O&M) ,

period, and options for an orderly transition at the end of the contract. The capital portion of
the contract is $165,000,000; the ten-year operating period cost is $222,000,000 for a total

H gill:b liZIT$E U a::s..
The C2 system will be based on a proven, high-volume, multi-ope.bator fare collection system.
It will support all existing fare policies; will accommodate innovative pricing strategies; and

Program that address the most common customer and user issues with CI, such as:

e A Clipper mobile app to be implemented on an accelerated schedule that will allow
customers to use smart phones to reload their account and function as a Clipper card;

14
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An account-based system that will allow customers to reload their Clipper accounts
onl ne. at vending machines, at retailers, and through mobile devices and use the value
immediately, eliminating the current 1-2 day delay and the primary source of current
customer frustration; .
A customer transition approach that is designed to ensure customer convenience and
minimize disruption; . .. . .
The ability to integrate with other transportation providers such as bikeshare and

paratransit providers, addressing Bay Area needs for better mobility solutions;
Improved tools and systems to manage employer and other institutional programs and
offernewtypesof promotions;and . . , ..
Better flexibility for the region's Clipper agencies to implement and adopt fare policies
to meet the changing needs of transit riders.

Background . .. . . . .

collection system procurement that would bring Clipper into the next generation.

CI contractor (Cubic) and other potential C2 SI vendors.

the development of its C2 SI RFP

$ :«.
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m :naniH$$ 1H&
Key themes identified through the RFEI process relating to the System Integrator RFP
included:

e

LLJllLQlll. . .

' i;

e

this approach. . .. .

' :W .
' HB£==:U::!;=:!HEHWb.«-

the scope of this procurement, but from a competitive perspective. the current CI
Kvqtcm is not capable of processing account-based transactions, so the current CI
contmctor would likely have to code all business rules like any other vendor to work
with the new account-based system or capabilities proposed.

%HU:w ::u%li$H$g$Hl"'
RFQ/RFP process.
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y

focus on the following, in particular:

Changes that MTC might consider to reduce project cost, time, or risk while still
providing a highly functional, best-in-class system that meets or exceeds the program
goals described in the document;

lii HE? E r:i H :l=:=...
system.

=:.

19. Accenture;
20. Acumen Building Enterprise, Inc.;
21. Conduent Transport Solutions, Inc.;
22. Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc.;
23. Faneuil, Inc.;
24. Genfare, a division of SPX Corporation;
25. Google;
26. InComm;
27. Infineon Technologies;
28. Informatix, Inc.;
29. INIT Innovations in Transportation, Inc
30. Mastercard;
31. NEC Corporation;
32. NTT Data;
33. Passport Parking, Inc.;
34. Schmidt & Bachmann;
35. Thales; and
36. TransSight, LLC.

;=HEUgHU:£UUi€:=::HE '
on the following key themes:red assumption of CI O&M by the C2 SI may limit proposals;

e Allocation of risk in the financial and performance security requirements in the RFP
was imbalanced in favor of MTC, which could drive up price;
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8 Further clarification of the proposed variable pricing strategy, payment provisions, and
price adjustments for attainment or nonattainment of service level agreements was

ule was recommended to allow for refinement
and transition of the C2 system.

including:

e

e

e

e

rement for the C2 SI to assume CI O&M (while negotiating an
contract through the transition to C2);

Limiting vendors' risks by modification of risk of loss provisions and financial
guaranties;
Clarifying the overall RFP pricing and payment approach; and
Extending the proposed C2 SI procurement schedule.

3E::l] R;:lH H :lll GGR$: ::
the 22 Bay Area operators.

network at the conclusion of the proposers' conference.
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By the proposal due date of March 5, 2018, MTC received one proposal from Cubic
Transportation Systems, Inc., the incumbent. One other firm submitted a response on the due
date declining to submit a proposal. Another vendor notified MTC informally several weeks
prior to the due date that it did not believe it could submit a competitive propos?l,.?ased on the
:=.pi;;l;l, ii ih. f,.. p '':':': i« 'h ' S'- F',"'i;'?. B'y e '"' . F.n.wi"g '" i"i'?l.:g",':",
;l.;l;=i'afi;n;l;, ,hd .«,I«,*i. .f , b ';' '"d n«-l .ff.., 'h ' '"'l"?'"?.::T«ml:-d'd
award of the C2 SI contract to the single proposer, Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc.

Fair and Reasonable Price: . .
Overall price: MTC's technical advisor for the C2 procurement, IBI Group, prepared an
engineering estimate prior to the proposal due date, which estimated the capital cost of the C2
SI project at $196,440,656 and the annual operations and maintenance cost of the C2 SI pr?elect
at $20,841,530 in 2018 dollars. That estimate was not specific to any particular vendor (it was
intended to support evaluation of multiple vendors), and was based on general assumptions by
the consultant of what costs would be incurred during the system design, development and
testing, implementation and transition, and operations and maintenance stages of the prlilect, as
well as an estimate on equipment costs. Actual prices and allocations were expected to vary by
vendor based on their existing systems and solutions. Cubic's initial capital cost-price proposal
was approximately $185,000,000 and $235,000,000 for ten years of operations and
maintenance.

H$Wli:AHHH
the proposer. The First Request for BAFO made several substantive changes to the system
requirements and contract in order to increase functionality, bring forward desirable customer-
facing features earlier, reduce contractor uncertainty, and bring costs down. It: .

e Offered the opportunity to the proposer to propose accelerating the deployment ol the t-z
system to bring earlier benefits to Clipper customers and transit operators and reduce
transition risk;
Invited the proposer to identify potential C2 features that could be implemented early,
providing benefits to customers and transit operators, and reducing transition risk;
Made the activation of an open payment capability (the ability to accept contactless
credit/debit cards for fare payment) a contract option to be exercised after the C2 system
was complete;
Removed the requirement that fare gates and bus validators display remaining account
balances, which the Proposer conveyed would be expensive to achieve and inaccurate in
real-time in an account-based system; and
Reduced the number of critical milestones with liquidated damages for late completion
from seven to two.

e

E: il B:l:R IH ! £H I
a summarized total of the IBI estimate. Cubic's First BAFO prices were approximately
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$165,000,000 for capital and $222,000,000 for ten years of O&M,I bringing Cubic's overall
price to within 1% of KPMG's summarized total independent engineers' estimate.

Cost Realism and Cost Effectiveness: KPMG also advised the evaluators on the cost realism

@B$ ,.
: :::;

vendor well within the competitive range.

Paae20g

m E*;=,::*u:;i:=.:::n:qgg"' '
S

which is why their O&M costs appear relatively low.

Considering all of these factors, MTC believes the price provided by Cubic to be fair and
reasonable.

Denise Rodrigues

Concur

Carol Kuester, Clipper Executive Director

Concur

Andrew B Fremier, Deputy Executive Director, Operations

Approved

Steve Heminger, Executive Director
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Clipper®Update August 22, 2018

A Message from Carol Kuester, Director, MTC Electronic Payments

You can te]] summer is in hdl swing by the drops in many usage categories in Table 1, below.

It may be summer, but we are working hard on projects such as the means-based fare discount program,
scheduled to launch next year with four operators. We are continuing to look at ways to ensure our data is as
accurate as possible through Rile compression and improvements to some of our existing reports. We are
working on a ]ong-term overhaul of the Clipper website while also striving to ensure maximum accessibility.
We're working with individual operators on projects like moving the San Rafael Transit Center, retrofitting
Caltrain ticket machines and upgrading the Muni yard network. We're definitely keeping busy on a number of
improvements that will beneRlt our customers.

We are stir planning to take a recommendation for the C2 System Integrator to the Clipper Executive Board
and MTC Operations Committee in September. At the same time, we are preparing to release the request for
proposals for Clipper next-generation customer service.

]f you have program questions, please contact your Clipper liaison. You can also reach me at 41 5.778.5253 or
by email at ckuester@bayareametro.gov.

Table 1 : Summary of System Usage
% Change From

June 2018
(30 days)

% Change from
July 2017
(31 days)

Transaction Volume

Average Weekday Ridershipt .5.3% 4.6%

fee-Generating Tra nsactionsz 22,187,565 .0.3%

.2.6%

8.8%

18.0%Unique Cards Used 1,153,919

Active Card Accounts 2,523,444 2.1%

0.8%

22.6%

15.3%Settled Transit Operator Revenue $54,560,641

Call Volume

Customer Service Representative Calls 27,874 .3.8% .1.4%

Website Traffic

Unique Visitors -- Standa rd 136,167 .2.1% 2.1%

U nique Visitors -- Mobile 101,135

190,479

.0.9%

.2.8%

.1.8%

24.5%

0.4%Website Visits - Standard

Website Visits - Mobile 166,380 22.8%

I Includes average daily number of boardings, including transfers but excluding some Caltrain monthly pass trips(Caltrain only requires monthly pass
customers to tag their cards once at the beginning of each month).
2 Includes single-tag fare payments, BART and Caltrain exits, Golden Gate Transit entries, add-value transactions, opt-out purse refunds and pass use:
including institutional passes. Does not include transfers or transactions where fee value is SO(e.g., issuance of free cards, zero-value tags in dual tag
systems, etc.).

i
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System Performance

Figure 1 : Transactions3

Clipper Total --l+n Clipper Fares

25,000f000

z3,ooo,ooo

21/000/000
20-million tra nsaction

benchmark

z9.ooo,ooo

i7,ooo,ooo

z5,ooo,ooo
Jul-z6 0ct-l6 Jan-z7 Apr-z7 Jul-z7 0ct-a7 Jan-z8 Apr-z8 Jul-a8

Figure 2: Number of Active Cards4 in Circulation per Month

= Unregistered Cards

= Registered Cards

Reg. Active Cards as a % of Total Active Cards
'U 3,ooo,ooo

g 2,5oo,ooo

=1 2.000,000
0
a
-9 a,5oo,ooo

Z I,ooo,ooo

5oo,ooo

o o%

Jul-a6 Nov-z6 Mar-z7 Jul-z7 Nov-z7 Mar-z8 Jul-z8

3 "Clipper Total" is fare-payment and add-value transactions that count toward the 20 million-transaction contract benchmark. Sudden fluctua
may be attributable to the number of days in a given month.
4 Active cards are those that have been used at least once within the last 12 months
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August 22, 2018

Table 2: Monthly Market Shares
Monthly Clipper Boardings

June 2018

Market Share

June 2017

AC Tra nsit

BAR'F

Caltrain7

Golden Gate Ferry8
Golden Gate Transits

Munn '

SamTrans

San Francisco Bay Ferry

SMART

Union City Transit

VTA

1,802,296

8,113,086

991,882

226,788

197,382

8,080,368

34S,958

148,618

46,817

9,242

1.260,286

42

79

61

93

48

44

39

52

83

41

43

9%

3%

8%

7%

2%

5%

5%

5%

7%

5%

1%

42

65

56

90

48

44

37

51

0

19

43

3%

9%

4%

9%

5%

6%

6%

8%

o%

7%

8%

Napa/Solano Groupe

City Coach

FAST

SoITrans

Vine::

East/Bay Groupe

County Connection
Tri Delta Transit

WestCAT

Wheels

Sonoma/IOI Group
Petaluma Transit

Santa Rosa CityBus
Sonoma Co. Transit

45,461

457

16,789

2S,711

2,504

149,57S

59,887

22,560

35,878

31,250

11,312

1,330

6,708

3,274

15

l
23

21

3

23

22

14

39

25

4

6

4

4

2%

7%

2%

5%

1%

6%

6%

5%

7%

5%

7%

3%

5%

6%

12

l

!9

16

3

21

18

17

34

17

3

3

3

3

9%

o%

3%

6%

1%

3%

9%

5%

o%

o%

2%

4%

2%

3%

i

l

NITC uses the National Transit Database(NT[)) [o ca]cu]ate market share on most operators. NT[) typica]]y has a two month decay before ridership
data are available. In cases, NTD data is not available at publication time; missing data is indicated by "N/A"
6 ),monthly market share on BART is calculated using monthly BART total exits by ticket type, which is equivalent to number of linked trips per month
7 Calculation of market share on Caltrain assumes that monthly pass holders board Caltrain 1.75 times a day per weekday. Caltrain sold 14,696 calendar
passes during the June 2018 pass vending window.
8 Includes payment with Clipper-compatible limited-use tickets.
9 Includes boardings on Xlarin Transit routes, which currently operate under the umbrella of Golden Gate Transit's Clipper business rules.
o Includes payment with Clipper-compatible limited-use tickets.
I Total for this operator group includes fare payment not allocated to a specific operator. Vine ridership data not available, so market share for Vine

and fQr Napa/Solano agencies is not a\ ailable.
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Figure 3: Unique Cards Used by Month12
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figure 4: Average Weekday Ridership - SFMTA13, BART, AC Transit and VTA
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12 Unique Clipper cards used in a specific month
13 Delays in settlement specific to SFX[TA may affect h]uni transaction reporting
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Figure 5: Average Weekday Ridership14 - SamTrans, Caltrainis,
Golden Gate Bus/Ferry, San Francisco Bay Ferry and SMART
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Figure 6: Averag: Weekday Ridership16 - FAST, VINE, SoITrans, City Coach

FAST *Vib!= SoITrans City Coach
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14 Drops in October ridership are likely attributable to the North Bay wildfires and operators offering free services

15 Spikes in Caltrain boardings at the beginning of the month are due to Caltrain monthly pass holders' ody needing to tag on and off during their
first ride of the month to load their passes
16 Drops in October ridership are likely attributable to the North Bay wildfires and operators offering free services.
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Figure 7: Average Weekday Ridership East Bay and Union City Transit
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Figure 8: Average Weekday Ridership - Sonoma/1 01 Corridor17

-Petaluma Transit -Santa Rosa CityBus -Sonoma County Transit
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17 Drops in October ridership are likely attributable to the North Bay wild6lres and operators offering free services.
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System Implementation

Table 3: Expansion and Enhancement Highlights

Description/Completion Date Status

SMART

VTA

Implementation of Clipper on SMART,
Phase 2 (2019)

Work is on hold pending completion of
operator work.

Ticket machine retrofit(2018) VenTek began retrofit work using a limited
number of tri-readers in July. Cubic expects
order fulfillment in November 2018.

BART

SFMTA

Implementation of Clipper at extension
stations (2018)

Work is on hold pending completion of
operator work.

Redeploy ticket machines to Transbay
Transit Center (TBD)

Three ticket machines have been installed in

the Transbay Transit Center. Installation of the
fourth is pending relocation from MuniMetro
West Portal station.

SFMTA

Regional

Implementation of Clipper on the Central Work will begin in the fall.
Subway (2019)

Network modernization -- replace frame
relay circuits at 121sites(September
2018)

Work is in progress at BART, Caltrain and
SamTrans. This project will be finished by
October.

AC Transit Implementation of Clipper on Bus Rapid MTC will delay issuing notice to proceed to
Transit service (2019) Cubic until mid-2019, per operator request

ACTransit Driver console integration(2018) Software deployment is pending operator
action.

ACTransit Decommissioning Add Value Machines
IAVMs) from Tem porary Tra nsbay
Terminal (complete)

Cubic decommissioned four AVMs at the

Temporary Transbay Terminal.

Golden Gate

Transit (ferry)
Installation of Clipper equipment at
Biburon terminal (2018)

Golden Gate Transit is reviewing the change
notice for this work.

Golden Gate

Transit (bus)

Business rules simplification(2018) Cubic began work on this project and will
complete it this fall.

San Francisco Bay
Ferry

New Richmond terminaland SF terminal

expansion (2019)

Cubic began implementation at the new
Richmond Ferry Terminal and two new gates
at the San Francisco fern terminal. MTC
anticipates this work willbe completed this
fall. Cubic willcomplete additionalwork on an
existing gate in San Francisco next year.
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Customer Education

Customer Education Campaign The new campaign -- rolling out Hlrst on Caltrain, SamTrans and VTA
-- is nearing launch in September. We are working on amal creative and production for placement on
transit agency assets and in advertising channels.
Website We participated in a workshop on website accessibility focusing on the current website and the
proposed update to the website. General work updating the website continues.

Regional Communications Plan in the last Clapper Customer Service, Education and Distribution call,
we shared options for communicating with customers who have "opted in" to receive emails. We are
using that feedback to develop a specific proposal, including a prototype for an email newsletter.
Brochure Consolidation We also shared plans to consolidate the many brochures we currency
maintain. Our p]an is to create a universal Clapper brochure in place of the Guide to Clipper and agency-
speciaic brochures. We are also combining the Youth Clipper and Senior Clipper brochures.
Tourist Pilot We are working with BART to develop a pilot to conduct outreach to travelers at SFO and
Oakland International Airport. The pilot wHI deploy Clipper ambassadors to provide a "concierge
service to visitors arriving in the Bay Area.

e

e

e

8

Table 4: Customer Education Activities, August-November 201 8

Launch Phase IDevelop andAdvertising
on Caltrainproduce
SamTrans andcollateral

Purchase media VTA Phase 2

Outreach Strategyto
support 20].8-
2019 campaign

Plan for tourist
outreach pilot

Support 2018-19
campaign

Conducttourist
outreach pilot

Public

Engagement

Policy/
Customer
Information

SupportC2

Website
improvements

Universal
brochure

Single youth and
senior brochure

fare change
communications

Other Continue

development of
Creative Catalog

Regional
communications

plan
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Value Distribution

Figure 9: Settled Clipper Sales by Channel
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Figure 10: Order Value (RAV) and Unique Patrons by Employer Program per Month
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Figure 11: Product and Cash Value Sales per Month
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Financial Information

Table 5: Revenue by Operator Per Month, Previous Six Months

$2,335,808 s2,s9a,282H $2,s13,220 $2,650,439 $2,441,352

$26,600,640 n $30,i21,945 H $29,286,689 1 s30,903,777b,i $30,709,004

$4,408,549H $4,458,987H s4,7i2,3241 $4,681,909 $4,578,120

$1,296,956H $1,526,166H $1,569,550© $t,7z0,36411; $z,838,770

$942,879H $1,056,7451 $1,018,394 :g sl,070,199 $1,017,385

H leuilqf:l(11=
AC Tra nsit

BART

Caltrain

Golden Gate Ferry

Golden Gate
Transit
SamTrans

SF Bay Ferry

SFMTA (Munn

SMART

Union City

VTA

East Bay Group

Napa Solano

Sonoma/101

Total Monthly
Revenue

$2,428,120

$30,168,137

$4,963,008

$2,066,662

$1,042,003

$480,482

$811,035

$9,882,812

$246,462

$6,683

$891,260

$241,519

$160,904

$11,471

$48,317,461

$489,371

$937,476

$10,603,522

$251,036

$8,322

$890,688

$275,316

$173,268

$13,195

$53,404,319

$516,562

$905,651

$10,664,772

$258,339

$7,983

$946,634

$277,887

$176,182

$12,549

$52,866,735

$505,931

$967,160

$10,830,914

$275,526

$8,592

$960,513

$295,382

$187,514

$14,349

$55,162,565

$447,026

$968,720

$10,525,098

$269,588

$7,165

$878,253

$234,411

$175,318

$11,872

$54,102,087

$460,106

$992,605

$10,755,541

$295,340

$6,S25

$949,941

$239,150

$180,888

$12,184

$54,560,208

Table 6

Month End

february 2018

Bank Account Balances, Previous 6 Months
FundlsFloati8 nt

$1,543,138$67,301,782

EMarch 2018

Apri12018

May 2018

June 2018

July 2018

$67,482,773

$67,579,644

$65,333,926

$65,982,663

$68,774,970

$2,063,303

$2,610,931

$3,053,967

$795,989

$1,229,822

18 The reason for drops in the Float Ac-
19 [)rops in the PCF balance are due to

)unt is delayed pal'ment from retailers, pat:ticularly Walgreens, at the end of the month.
perator distributions concurrent with their recurring bad debt adjustment
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Clipper Contractor Perf ormance

Table 7: Cubic Cardholder Support Pert ormance, July 1-31, 201 8

20 IVR: Interactive voice response, also referred to as the Clipper automated phone system
21 ACD: Automated Call Distributor, the system that routes calls to customer service representatives

     
l z 95% of calls answered within 3 minutes

99.14%

2 2 98% of new and replace
99.99%

3 z 99.5% website function
100.uuy

4 ? 95% of emails and web
99.9/y

5 z 95% of refunds process
100.uuy

6 $ 3-minute average speed of answer
oo:uu:lu

7 g 6% calls abandoned
0.51y

8 2 95% of unblock actions 100.uuy

9 z 95% IVRzo and ACD2t av
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